
Report about Wirebonder crash 
We have two different sub holders on the vacuum table to work: work holder, on which we 
keep offbond pcb, and wire bonding jig, which is used to hold sensor. Both are in the 
clearance region of the wire bonder. The same configuration was used before for exactly the 
same process/program of wire bonding. 
 
I reused old program (from January), which we already used to bond successfully exactly the 
same device configuration. 
 
Device configuration: sensor backside with the flex pcb glued on it.  
 
Goal: to connect/bond bond pad on flex pcb and sensor backside.

 
I used two different reference systems: R1 and R2. R1 - pcb pad, R2 - sensor backside.  
I programmed 15 wires between pad and sensor backside. Source of those wires was on 
sensor backside (R2), destination was on bonding pad of flex pcb (R1). Height measurement 
for wire 1 on both, source and destination, sides was checked and measured successfully. 
More details about reference systems definition. 
Reference points: 



 
As reference patterns I used corners around reference points. 
15 programmed wires: 

 
Now in details what happened on July the 3rd. 

1) I put the device on the wire bonding jig. The work holder with the pcb for offbond was 
already on the table. 

2) I went to programming menu, Program bonding tab. 
3) I opened the program which was successfully used in January for the same device 

configuration. 
4) I pressed “Adjust device”. It failed, because jig was on a bit different position than in 

January.  
5) I went to the “Teach reference systems” tab to check all reference points and 

patterns.  



6) I re-taught first reference point and pattern. As far as I remember, it pointed to the 
remaining reference points and patterns correctly, but to be more precise I re taught 
them again (flex pcb can vary a bit and it is not identical to the previous one, so 
reference points might be a bit shifted with respect to the previous sample). I put 
reference points exactly in those corners, which are on the schematics. 

7) I adjusted the device. It went fine. 
8) I wanted to have a bit lower wires, so I changed loop height in reference system 

parameters to 500 um instead of 600 um. 
9) I went to “Teach wires” tab, because I found a spot on the flex pcb bonding pad and 

therefore I wanted to move wires a bit.  
10) I moved all wires using option “move set of wires” by 100 um, so all the destination 

points were outside that spot. 
11) I checked all the wires on source and destination sides, they looked as expected. 
12) I went to “Program bonding” tab. 
13) I adjusted the device. 
14) I did height measurement on source and destination sides of first wire. It went 

absolutely fine and the height was measured successfully. 
15) I went to E-box to check how wire looks after the height measurement. It was bent, 

therefore I needed to do the offbond in order to have nice tail. 
16) I DID save program. 
17) I went to the setup menu -> wire -> offbond. 
18) I moved to the offbond position. 
19) I did measure height for the offbond pad. I always do so for the very first offbond 

during the working day. But also after I turn the vacuum off and on to be sure that the 
height is up to date.  

20) I saved new settings for the offbond. 
21) I did the offbond. It went absolutely fine. The bond was where it was expected, it 

looked perfectly fine. 
22) I went to E-box to check how the wire looks after the offbond since I wanted to get rid 

of bent part of the wire. The wire was nice, wedge and clamp were on proper places. 
23) I returned to Programming menu, last tab called “Program bonding”. 

From now I will be working only in Programming menu in last tab called “Program 
bonding”. Here one can change only single wire parameters (want to inform in advance that 
on that day I never opened “change parameters” in this Program bonding menu), but cannot 
swap wires, source and destination sides, reference systems. 

24) I again adjusted the device, but obviously I didn’t do the height measurement, 
because: I did height measurement (just before the offbond) which I did save and the 
only goal of the offbond between height measurement and actual bonding was to get 
rid of the longer tail for very first bond which appears after height measurement. 

25) I pressed Bonding device. It should start bonding from first wire and bond all 15 
wires in one go. But immediately even before starting bonding it crashed the sensor 
(in the source point of first wire) and gave the error message about unexpected 
touchdown. I find everything to be consistent with reference systems. First wire - 
source side - crash sensor immediately before bonding anything in this point. 
Reference systems were not swapped, because I programmed to start it on the 
sensor side(R2) and that’s what it did, wires were not swapped. Sensor side is lower 



than flex pcb side. So this is the lowest point on this device, therefore it should not 
crash there even if two reference systems would be swapped, but they wasn’t. 
Besides that, height was measured and saved in exactly this point where it did crash. 
I didn’t turn the vacuum in between. 

26) I saw the crack on the sensor. I didn’t expect such problem with the transducer. 
Therefore I decided that the sensor might still be bondable, but if I place wires not 
horizontally, but vertically. Also I discussed with my colleague and we concluded the 
it will be better to start bonding from higher point on this device (to bond from the 
bonding pad which is higher to sensor backside which is lower). I adapted the 
program accordingly and unfortunately saved it. Therefore now I cannot provide 
original version of that program, which I ran during the crash. 

27) Only after modifications described above, I decided to check how the wire looks. I 
went to E-box… And saw displaced wedge tool. 

28) I thought about different options what might happen to the wedge tool. First idea was 
that the wedge tool was just pushed upwards a bit during the crash.  

29) Since just before this accident, I got the notification message that the wedge tool 
already bonded more than 100k bonds, I decided not to play with the old wedge tool, 
but to insert the new one and to continue with it. 

30) I replaced the wedge tool. 
31) I did thread the wire. 
32) I went to E-box to see how everything is aligned now. And I saw that the 

displacement is still there… 
33) I took some photos, inspected the head visually but without touching anything. 
34) I contacted Vincent Van Es from Accelonix. 
35) I turned the vacuum bonder off without touching anything else. 

I want to stress here that the only difference between bonding using this program in January 
and bonding using this program on Friday July the 3rd, was the offbond between height 
measurement and actual bonding. In January I did offbond first, then height measurement 
and then bonding after height measurement. Indeed, for the very first bond I had longer tail 
in january, which I wanted to avoid this time and only that’s why I did offbond between height 
measurement and bonding. 


